Ipsilateral head deviation in frontal lobe seizures.
The lateralizing value of ictal head deviation (HD) in frontal lobe epilepsy (FLE) is a matter of debate. Although FLE is typically associated with tonic or clonic HD contralateral to seizure onset, ipsilateral HD has been noted in numerous reports. Whether both types of HD can be distinguished according to their clinical patterns has not yet been specifically investigated. We studied the clinical pattern and time of occurrence of HD of 129 seizures in 13 consecutive patients, who underwent successful surgery for FLE, including 12 investigated with an intracerebral stereotactic EEG procedure. Ictal HD was ipsilateral to the epileptogenic zone (EZ) in four (30%) patients and 27 (20.9%) seizures and contralateral in five (38%) patients and 15 (11.6%) seizures. Ipsilateral HD was rarely tonic and never associated with clonic manifestation. Contralateral HD was always tonic, unnatural, and associated with hemifacial clonic movements in 86% of seizures. Ipsilateral HD occurred earlier than contralateral HD (p < 0.03), with a mean delay of 1 +/- 2 s after the first detectable ictal sign, as compared with a delay of 17 +/- 11 s for contralateral HD. Moreover, ipsilateral HD always occurred before contralateral HD when both signs coexisted in the same seizure. Our patients with ipsilateral HD demonstrated either an anterior or dorsolateral frontal EZ. Ipsilateral HD is a common ictal sign during FLE and can be distinguished from contralateral HD by its time of occurrence at or immediately after seizure onset and its lacking association with clonic movements.